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Horizontal mergers

• Definition: Mergers between 2 competitors in a market. We can think
of many examples of horizontal mergers, notably in automobiles (Fiat-
Chrysler), airlines (Northwest-Delta), mobile phones (Sprint-Nextel),
etc.

• Horizontal mergers are part of the core of I.O. There are many socially
beneficial reasons to allow horizonal mergers:

(i) economies of scale
(ii) economies of scope

(iii) cost synergies1

(iv) market expansion
(v) replacement of management with better teams

but there are also socially harmful consequences of horizontal mergers,
notably market power and deadweight loss.

• We can identify reasons for different mergers that we have observed.
For instance the automobile mergers are probably due to better man-
agement. The phone company mergers are often due to economies of
scale and/or economies of scope.

Merger paradox
Let’s now write down the decision problems of firms to understand when

firms have incentive to merge.
Suppose there are N firms in the industry and those firms are Cournot

competitors.
Let’s write down the profits from merging and from not merging.
• The profits from having N competitors in the industry. The general

formula that we worked out earlier was with demand Q = a− P and
the cost function for each firm as C(q) = cq:

Π(N) =

(
a− c

N + 1

)2

1Merger to just change the brand name or change of style in operation
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For instance with

N = 1 Π =
(a− c)2

4

N = 2 Π =
(a− c)2

9

N = 3 Π =
(a− c)2

16
• If 2 firms merged in the market with N = 3, they would be 1 player

in a 2-firm Cournot market. So the profits of the firms would go from

2 × (a− c)2

16
=

(a− c)2

8
(before)

to
(a− c)2

9
(after)

• What this shows is that mergers from 3 to 2 firms won’t happen. Even
though industry profits go up, the profits to the newly merged entity

go down from (a−c)2

8 to (a−c)2

9 , while the non-merging firm gains.
What is going on here? By merging, the 2 firms reduce their output
to the pre-merger case. But, this then causes the non-merging firm
to raise its output, and steal the gains from the merger.

• We saw last class, that in a homogeneous goods Cournot, industry
where there are no capacity constraints and where costs do not drop
as a result of the merger, a merger from even 3 to 2 firms will not be
profitable. This point can be extended to show that in this model,
even if there are a lot of firms most of them (80% rule) need to merge
together for a merger to be profitable.

• Is this phenomenon ”real” or an artifact of the model? I believe that
in the real world, this phenomenon is there. Big companies tend to
price high which lets smaller ones thrive over time. However, it’s not
as dramatic as in the model for 2 reasons.

(i) We wrote down a model which no capacity constraints, no cost
differences across firms and no differentiation in products. with
any of these assumptions modified, we would expect to see more
value from merger. E.g., in a regular merger, firms gain capac-
ity.

(ii) Second in some industries, large size itself confers an advan-
tage, in terms of the value of the products or costs. To see
this consider the difference between automobiles and Microsoft
office. The value of Office is high because everyone is using it.
This means that it’s very hard for a new firm to get a leg up in
this industry. This is called a network effect and it’s just one
example of a case where being large itself gives an advantage.2

• In contrast, a small automobile firm would like to have a dominant
General Motors that kept prices high. A small Office software firm
would rather that the Office software market were fragmented. In

2In the case of Microsoft office, the inherent Monopolist advantage lays at the switching cost
and network effect (in terms of comparability)
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another words, it’s often good to be in a industry with a dominant
firm because the dominant firm often choose to set a high price while
suffering from losing market share in the long run such as in the
automobile industry.


